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Dear Bundu NetworX Subscriber,
This month's edition of the newsletter is dedicated to saying hello to new faces and bidding
farewell to some old ones.

Congratulations to Kita and
Brian on the birth of their
beautiful twin girls, Kaida (left) &
Demika (right). They arrived on
the 8th of December 2016 and
are officially the youngest
additions to the Bundu NetworX
Family.

Brendon Pappas &
Cameron Payne
Brendon (left) & Cameron (right)

both joined us in November last
year.
You will see them dashing
around on the roads of the
Midlands taking care of all your
network installs, repairs and
general network support issues.

Duncan Alexander
Duncan joined us in January and
will be assisting customers with
all computer related issues from
repairs to sales

McKinnon Chinowe
Kinon has been with us for a
year now doing the practical part
of his I.T. degree.
He will be completing his degree
at university until the end of the
year. He has become such an
integral part of the team that he
will be returning to Bundu
NetworX in 2018.

Darryl Wood
After three years at Bundu
NetworX, Darryl is moving to
Pietermaritzburg to be closer to
his fiance.
We wish you all the best Darryl!

Andries Pretorius
Andries and his wife Kelly are
moving back to Johannesburg
where he will be returning to
Lanseria Airport I.T. Department.
Next time you fly through
Lanseria, look out for him!

Watch This Space!
We will be introducing you to two
more new members of the
Bundu NetworX Team who will
be starting on 01 March 2017.
In addition to this, we are looking
for two more people to join the
team. Please email CVs to
VanRhyn Swan at
vanrhyn@socialmediaconsultanc
y.co.za

Here is a reminder of our contact details.
Telephone: 033 815 9500 / 033 266 6729
Internet/Network Support:
support@bundunet.com
Computer Support: it@bundunet.com
Accounts: accounts@bundunet.com
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Kind regards
Jackie Momberg
jackie@bundunet.com
Bundu NetworX
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